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A local limit theorem is given for independent noninteger andom variables runder a condition 
which is more general than one previously given, and which reduces, in the case of identically 
distributed random variables, to a well-known result. 
local limits sums of random variables 1 
0. Pntrsduction 
Let Xi, ja 1, be independent random variables with distributions Fi, and let 
s, =:x1+x2+* l . +X,. When Sn/Bn - A, converges to a non-degenerate random 
variable for sequences B, + +w, A,, the probability of S, -A,B, remaining in a 
finite interval converges to zero as n + +a, and an estimate of the rate of con- 
vergence of P(x - h G S, -A,B,sx+h) to zero as n++m for h>O, x real, is a 
local limit theorem for the sequence Xi. 
For the case when the Xj are identically distributed noninteger random variables 
kn the domain of attraction of a stable law, the local limit problem was solved by 
Stone [6] and Feller [ 11, the former actually considering multidimensional random 
variables, and the latter, stochastically compact distributions. 
In the general case, the most that seems possible is to give sufficieint conditions 
under which local limit theorems hold. This approach has been used by Mineka and 
Silverman [4]; see also the references in their paper. In the present paper, by 
imposing conditions which reduce to the stochastic compactness (conditions of 
Feller [l] for the case of identically distributed random variables, we obtain a result 
which is general enough to include that of Mineka and Silverman [4i) as a special 
case:. We don’t need to impose any explicit moment conditions in our main result, 
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Theorem 1.1; and tlhe possible limit distributions of S,/B, - An which are allowed 
form a fairly wide subclass of the class L distributions, and are not confined only to 
the stable or normal distributions. 
The key Lemma Z&l of our proof uses a technique from the theory of regular 
variation in much the’.same way as Feller used it, 
We give two otfler related results on local limits; in Theorem 1.2 we show 
that the order of magnitude stablished in Theorem 1.1 doesn’t hold in general, 
while in Theorem 1.3 we give a more intuitive condition under which the results 
of Theorem 1.1 hold. Our results are given in the next section, and proofs in 
Section 2. 
1. Resalts 
We suppose that (&fB,,) are uniformly asymptotically negligible &MN); i.e. 
s~fp~+~~ p(lXji >x.B,)+O as n + +oo for every ll~ >O. Our main assumption is 
either: 
uniformly in n 2 no for some no 2 1, where Vi(x) = {!, [u - q(x)]” dFi(u) and 
cUi(X) = j?, U dFi(u); Or 
x2 i P(lXfl>x) 
lim sup i=‘, =GC<-I-00 
x++co 
c V(x) 
j=l 
(1 l 2) 
uniformly in n ano for some It+ 1. 
I&w Xg are the symmetrized random variables having the distributions of 
.rii - Xj, where Xl are independent ofeach other and of Xi, and have distributions 
J$* Asso, vi’ (x)= JEx u 2 dP(Xy < u) for x > 0. We show in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
below that (1.1) implies (1.2). We also need an aperiodicity assumption, and we use 
that of Mineka and Sifverman [4] (which is an adaptation of one due to Rozanov 
PI) . . 
for t # 0 there is an E z= E(t)> 0 for which 
(lOgB,)-’ f P[Xj-aifA(t, &)]++Ocl 
j=l 
(13) 
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as n + +CQ, where ai is a bounded sequence of constants atisfying inf l+s+ao P(lXj - 
ai1 c S)> 0 for every S > 0 (the existence of such a sequence being part of our 
assumption) and 
A(t, E)={x: IK(<M, (xt-wrn[ae 
for each integer m with II-IZ~ s M) 
where Mf>O is fixed large enough fcr inf lc++a, P(lXjI CM)> 0 (the existence of 
such an M being part of our assumption). 
Our main result is: 
Theorem 1.1 Suppose that (Xi/B,) are UAN and S,,/B, -A,, converges to a non- 
degenerate random variable with distribution I and characteristic function 4, and 
suppose that conditions (1.1) and (1.3) hold. Then for every h > 0, 
B,,P(x-h<S,,-A,B,<x+h)+hn-’ 4 (t) dt (1.4) 
uniformly in -OO<X < +CD as n + -t-00, and the integral on the right is absolutely 
convergent under our assumptions, having the value 277I’(O). 
We note that (1.1) is implied by the stronger condition 
lim sup x2p(PCil “)K c < +c0 
K(x) - 
uniformly in j =- 1 - , 
x-?+cO 
(1.5) 
which, apart from the uniformity in j, specifies that each Fi is stochastically comp,act 
in the terminology of Feller ill. Mineka and Silverman [4] proved that (1.4) holds 
when E x; = a: < +OO, E Xj = 0 and when 
I 
M 
y2 c@(u)>dgf uniformly in J ‘>I forsomeM>Oandd>O; (1.6) 
-M 
they also assume (1.3) and the Lindeberg condition, so S/B,* is converging to 
normality for some B,. Now (1.6) implies (IS) and hence (1. l), because for x 2 M 
and j 3 1, it says that 
J 
X 
I 
00 
U2 dFj(u)ad u2 dFi(u) 
-X -a2 
u2Wj(u)ad J U2 dFj(u)sdX2 P(IXiI>x) Iu’ax 
or 
x2 WIN w/J’ u2 dF$+ (1 - d)/d uniformly in j T= 1 
-x 
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if x WW. Also, 
~x-2d-2(l-6)2 [ 1% ti2Wj(U)]*=o[lx U* de(u)] 
--x --x 
uniformly in I- ‘> 1 as x + +a, because I:, u* dF;j(u) = o(lc*) uniformly in j a 1, as 
follows from the UAN assumption. It’s easy to see now that (1.5) holds. 
There are cases whlen P(-h C Sn < h) is not of the order of B,’ ; we prove 
Theorem 1.2 If S,, /& -A,, converges to a random variable whose characteristic 
function is not in L*(-00, a), then for each h > 0, 
&P(-h<S”,<h)-*+m asn++a 
where Sf, =x”, +x5 j-0 l - +X”, is the symmetrized sum, and (Xi/B,) are UAN. 
The possible limits Iof Sn/Bn -A, in this paper are random variables in the class L 
(c.f. Gnedenko ant Kolmogorov [3, p. 1451); we give an example of a class L 
distribution whose ll=haracteristic function is not in L2!-~, 00) following the proof 
of Theorem 1.2. 
VJe remark that the more intuitive condition: there is a random variable X and 
constants cl E (0, l], C+ 1 for which 
s c2P([XI 2 x), for x > 0, (1 l 7) 
implies (1 .l) when &/Bn converges to normality (we restrict ourselves now to 
symmetric Xi for simplicity). Note that if Xj satisfy (1.7), then (-Q/B,) are UAN for 
any E& a-, +a, because for every x > 0, 
SUP P(IXjI ;sxB,,*)a SUP P(Ix,I ~xB,)S c~P(IXI 2 xB,)+ 0 
lGj=Sn lsjs+m 
asn++cQ 
Hence we can prove: 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that Xi are symmetric, that (1.7) and (1.3) hold and that 
SJB, converges to a non-degenerate normal distribution. Then (1.4) holds (with 
A, = 0). 
emark 1.4. One of thle applications of local limit theorems is to examine the 
recurrence or otherwise of the random walk Sn; for this we would (at least) like to 
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know whether Cz= I P(-h < S, c h), equivalently, under the condition!;l of Theorem 
1.1, c;z 1 I?,‘, converges. Condition (1.1) is not very helpful in this respect, since it 
gives little indication of the size of B,. However, when (1.7) and the other condi- 
tions of Theorem 1.3 hold, we can take c = 0 in (1.1) (see the proof of Theorem 1.3, 
so from Lemma 2.1 (take x = I?,, t = SB,) we have 
i Vi(S-‘)aconst. B,” i Vi(B,)-const. Bz-“m where E is small. 
j-l j=l 
If we further assume Vi(s-‘)s a for some S > 0 and a > 0 when j is large, this leads 
to B, sconst. n(1’2)-E for large ~1. Thus cF= 1 B,’ = +a, and this will lead to a 
recurrent S, under some further conditions ($ need not be either recurrent or 
transient, in general; see the discussron in Mineka and Silverman [4]). 
2. Proofs 
All summations in this section are over 1.. j < 6 n unless otherwise specified. We 
use the abbreviation Hi(x) = P(]Xj] > x). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We consider first the case when Fj are symmetric, and we 
mention the following preliminaries. Since (Xi/B,) is UAN and S,JB, converges, 
we have by Feller [2, p. 5851 that for x>O, Bi2 1 V’(xB,)+~2-J~ u2 dT(u), 
where a2 3 0 and T(x) are the canonical components in the Levy representation of 
the infinitely divisible limit distribution I; we have -li u2 dT(u)< +a. Now I is 
non-degenerate, so if g2 = 0, T+O, and T has a point of decrease in (0, x), say. By 
redefining I we can take x < 1, and this means -ji u* dT(u)>O. Thus, whether 
a2 > 0 or not, Bi2 c Vj(Bn)a a > 0 for n 2 no for some 1t0 2 1 and a > 0. NOW we 
commence the proof. From Feller [I, p. 3831 we write (remembering that Fi are 
symmetric) 
= lim hT-’ eBifXIBn Iti sin th/B,, d(.,(t/B.)(l -T) *h,& - dt9 
n 
(24 
where &cn)(t/Bn) = 41(I/Bn)42(t/Bn) l l l 4n(tlB,), and 4j is the characteristic 
function of Xj. Thus 4tn)(t/Bn)+ (b(t), the characteristic function of I, for each t, as 
II + +a. We split the integral in (2.1); for A ~0, the integral over (-/I, A) con- 
verges to h7r-I 5-41 qS(t) dt uniformly in --cc <x < +m, and, the integral I_“00 4(t) dt 
being convergent by Lemma 2.2 bielow, we have hm-’ IfA 4(t)dt = 
h7r-l s_“m 4(t) dt +o(Z) as A + +m. The integral over 6B, s ItI s 7B, in (2.1), where 
S is small, vanishes under condition (1.3) as in Mineka and Silverman [4]. To prove 
(1.4) it remains to show that the integral over A G ItI s 8B,, in (2.1) vanishes as 
it + +a, and this 3s where we use condition (l.1). 
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Lemma 2.1, LUnder condition (1. l), there are constants E > 0, c’ > 0, cl+ E < 1, 
S=S(E))O,fc)twhichx~6-l and l<t<Sxirnply 
C v(t-‘x)2 bt-2(C’+E) 1 F(x) 
f orn ano forsome b>O. 
proof. For symmetric& (1.1) reduces to lim sup, x2 C Hi&)/C lCx u2 dI$(U)s C, SO 
lim sup, x2 C k$(x)/2g u C Hi(U) du s c’ = cI(c + 1) uniformly in n 2 no. Hence, 
given~>Owi~~hc’+~<l,thereisaS=S(&)~Oforwhichx~S-1implies 
x’“ZHio 
rX -Sc’+~<l fornWz0. 
2 
J 
u C Hj(u)du 
0 
Thus for t 2 1 iand n 2 no, 
x 
U x Hj(u)du 
dU 
loti! 
I 2 U2 1 Hi(u) = _I 
U C Hj(U)du 
I 
‘yCHj(y)dy ’ 
0 
S2(c’+g)log t 
provided also, t- *x 2 S-‘, or t G 8x. Thus 
X t-1x $1 Vj(X)S 
I 
U 1 Hi(u) du S t2(C’+E) J U C Hj(u)du 0 0 
= t’(“+‘)[C v(t-‘X)+ tB2X2 C Hj(t-‘x)] 
s (C + l)t2"'+') C Vj(t-'X), 
using (1.1) again, provided 1 G t s 6x and x 2 S-‘, n 2 no. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Now to complete the proof. Since Fj are symmetric, 4j are real, and 
s exp -C [ 1 - &(tlBn)l, 
because iog( 1 -x) - <-xwhenx~O.Nowif l~]t)-sSB, and B,XY*, 
l-COS txB,‘)dP(&I>x:l 
&t’B,” 1 &(t-‘B,) 
2 $bt2-2(c’+E ‘B i2 1 Vi(B,) 
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using Lemma 2.1. From our preliminary comment to the proof, we have 
Bz2 c V#3,)>0 if n ano, so for 1 s ItI ~s43, and B, W-’ we have 1 [I - 
4#/BJ 2 at2-2(c’ts), where a ~0, and so ~~n)(t/B,)~e-af2~-2cr’+“. Fence the 
integral over R 5; 1 t 1 s SB, in (2.1) is bounded by 
() J 
co 
-1 
m e 
--at2-2(c’+e) dt s *-1 e--af2-2(c’+e) dt = *(I) (A --, +oD), 
Asit~=23B, J A 
uni.formly in --QO < x < +OO, the integral being convergent since c’+ E < 1. To 
complete the proof we use 
Lemma 2.2. Under condition (l.l), JTm /4(t)l” dt < +XJ for every p > 0. 
Proof. From the L&y representation of C,?I we see that 
J 
00 
2 logId (01 = -t2g2 + 2 (1 -cos tx)dT(x). 
0 
We have 
- J 
23 
(l-cos tx)dT(x)+- 
0 J 
t-1 I- 1 
(1 -cos tx)dT(x)a -$t’ J x2 dT(x), 0 0 
while from Lemma 2.1. with x = B,, we have for B, 2 S-‘, 
if 1 s 1 t 1 s SB,. Letting n + +OO and e + 0+ in this gives, for ItI 3 1, 
t--l 1 
- J x2 dT(x)s= -bt-2c’ J x2 dT(x)aat-*” 0 0 
where a > 0, as we saw, if c2 = 0. This means, for it/ 3 1 and p > 0, p log:4 (t)l s 
- $pa2t2 - $apt 2-‘c’, SO [4(t)l” E L(-a, 00) since c’< 1. This completes the proof for 
symmetric I$. 
To deal with the general case, let X7 be the symmetrized random vari&les and 
let V;(x)=JfX u2 dP(X; c u). When S,,/B, -A, converges, the centering constants 
m;ly be chosen as A, =C a,i +const. +0(l) (n + +m), where a,,i = tii(B,)= 
I -“;;, u d.I$(u) (c.f. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov 13, p. 1171); by redefining the limit 
distribution I we can take the constant as zero. We first show that (1. I) implies 
(1 .Z); in fact, by symmetrization and (1.1) 
for x large, uniformly in n 2 no. 
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Also, letting aj - ttj(x), and noting that by the UAN assumption we have P(lXjl2; 
$X)S c for x large, if E > 0 is given, we have 
V(x) J 
x 
S i = h12dP(Xj-Xj <U)= wu+Y)dmY) 
-x 
a3 
J J 
X+Y 
= (U-Y)2@j(u)dfl(Y) 
-co -x+y 
Ix 
3 J J 
ix 
(U-tij+aj-y)2 dFi(u)dF;j(y) 
-4X -$X 
J 
tx 3% 
= 2 _~x (U -aij)’ &j(U) P(\x,I ‘:3x)-2( 1 
-4X 
(d -~j)W(u)J2 
22(1v&)Vj(~X)-3EX2P(IXjl>~X), 1 
The last inequality follows from 
s 3X2P2(lXjl 3$X)< 3EX2P(IXjI a$X). 
Using (1 (I 1) again, we now have 1 Vf (x) Z= 2(1- 8~) c Vj(#x), so (1.2’ holds). Now 
instead of (2.1) we write in the general case 
J 
74 
= Jlym h?T-l e-itxlBn e-itA,+it 1 a,j e-” z ani#(nj 
-?B, 
-irh/B, 
x(fJBn)( 1 -$)(‘;;,R \ ?a n 
) dt 
where 
#(n)(t/Bn) e-““Q= 41(tjBn) eBitanltf&/Bn) eBitun2 l l l 4n(t/Bn) e-itunn 
is the characteristic function of S,,/B,, -c anj, and hence converges to qb(t), the 
characteristic function of the limit distribution I. We also have B,‘! C V; (XBn)+ 
2g2-2 1: u2 dT(w j, and of course Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 hold with X; in place of Xb 
Hence #(t)E L(-00, a), and the proof of Theorem 1.1 will work provided we can 
find a bound for &,,)(t/Bn) on I s Ill s SB,. But 
l&rlwG~ 1e -itEa nil = exp C Re log 4j(t/Bn) 
= exp C hZl4j(t/Bn )I 
z exp $ C Iog14j(t/Bn)12 
sexp$C [14jW%)12-11~ 
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Since l#ii* is the characteristic function of Xx we have 
1 - Iqbj(fjBn)12 = - 
I 
O” (1 -cos t&‘)dP(IX+x) 
0 
J 
t-lB, 
3 -it*&* x2 dP(IX; I> x) = :t*B,* V; (t-l B,), 
0 
and, applying Lemma 2.1 for Vg shows that 
[ 1 - I&(t/BJ*] 2 bt2-2(c’+E), if 1 G ItI G 8B,, and n 2 ~1~. 
Thus I&,)(t/Bn) e-“’ Ql G exp[-bt2-2(c’+E’ ] E L(1, a), and the oroof goes through . 
as before. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We consider the symmetrized random variables XT having 
characteristic functions 14j12. Letting S”, = Xs +X”, + l * l +Xl, we can write eq. 
(2.1) for x = 0 as 
B,P(-h<S”,<h)= 
= Jly!l (P)_’ J" &.,(rlB,)( 1-g) si:;yBn dt 
-78, I n 
and we can easily justify (by looking at the way (2.1 j was derived) 
J 
h 
&l P(-u<S”,<u)dus 
0 
2 l$mnzf (& h2 JTB’ 
-TB” 
&n,(rlBn)( l-$)(’ ;;;;;yH) dt 
a(m)-‘h* JA &.,(t/B.)( 1 -f--)(’ --” “!“3 dt, 
-A t*h*/B, 
where A > 0. Here &I(?) = lq51(t)121~2(t)i2 l . 0 I&(t)l* is non-negative, so applying 
Fatou’s Lemma to the right hand side and using the fact that P(-u < SF, < u) is a 
non-decreasing function of u on the left hand side, we get 
h lim inf B,P(-h <S”, < h)a (r)-‘h* la Ic$(t)[’ dt + +m 
n++oO* -A 
as A + +a), because &,(t/Bn)+ 14(t)l’ and 4(t)& I?(-oo, 00). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Remark 2.3. We give an example of a class L distribution for which 4 & L*. Choose 
the symmetric distribution with canonical components G* = 0 and T(x) = -i log x if 
0 <x G 1, T(x) = 0 if x 2 1. This is in class k, since -H’(x) is non-increasing (see 
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Gnedenko and Molmogorov f3, p. 1491). Now if <f, is the corresponding charx- 
teristic function, 
~*og/&(r)j=$=(l-cos~x)dT(x)=-$x-s(l-cosx)dx 
0 0 
2 const. -logt, fortG1, 
so i#O>i” ~const. t-l as t + +a, and PO [Qs(~)l’ ds = +a. 
PFsof of meorem 1.3. We need only show that (1.7) implies (1.1) when S&/B,, 
converges to normality (and Xj are symmetric). Integrating by parts, we see that 
(1.7) implies 
Cl V(A-)-(C*-Cl)X2P(IXI > X)s 1 vtcu Vi(X)< SUP 
S’sg 
Vj(X) 
lGjsE+f33 
for x > 0, where V(x) = I-z, u2 dP(X<. u), Now we show that X itself must be in the 
domain of attraction of the normal distribution. For x > 0 
a,nP(IXI>xB,) 
and SJB, converging to normality means [3, p. 1281 :E P(IXjI >xR,)+ 0 and 
B,’ C Vj(XB,)+ n2 for each x >O for some 4:~~ > 0. Henclt nP(/X\ >xEl,)d 0 for 
each x >O, and by (2.,2), 
giving Iim inf, nB,2Cr(xB,))s c2’a2> 0,. Thus we see that BiP((XI > B,)/ V(R,j + 
0 as n + +m, and since S,,/B, *normality entails &+I d B,, ‘we easily see that 
x2P(]X] >x)/ V(x)+ 0, or X is in the domain of attraction of the normal dis- 
tribution. Thus from (2.2), 
x2CB’(1xjJ~~x)~c2x2nP(l%jrx)i c*x~P(IXl~x) 
----’ c vi(xl n inf Vi(x) Kcl[lCo(l)]V(x) 
= o(l), uniformly in bla 1, as x + 4-c;). 
Thtus !l.l) holds with c = 0, and Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 1.1. 
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